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Dear fellow Walmart shareholders,
We are writing to you as Walmart associates and shareholders from stores across the United States. Collectively we have more
than one hundred years of experience working on the frontlines of Walmart’s business, keeping its stores running and serving its
customers. Our deep expertise in the day-to-day operations of Walmart stores makes it clear to us that Walmart’s response to the
coronavirus pandemic is failing workers and customers and is exacerbating material risks to shareholders.
To date, 21 of our fellow Walmart associates have died of COVID-19, and thousands more have tested positive for the disease.1 We
have gone to work at Walmart, putting ourselves and our families at risk to serve customers. Some of us have joined at least
150,000 of our fellow associates staying home for our protection.2
For the world’s largest retailer and private sector employer, mismanagement of the current pandemic also poses fundamental risks
to the company. The attached report details our concerns about Walmart’s handling of the crisis, including the results of our survey
of 1,500 associates conducted in May of 2020. It illustrates a breakdown in the flow of information between leadership and what
we see in our stores, inconsistency between stores on key policies, and a failure to incorporate and address associate concerns
related to public and worker safety.
As Walmart’s founder, Sam Walton, said: “The folks on the front lines—the ones who actually talk to the customer—are the only
ones who really know what's going on out there. You’d better find out what they know."3 Unfortunately, while Walmart
management's disregard for employee perspectives predates this crisis, its failure in the current moment has magnified the risks to
customers, associates, and shareholders.
Hourly employee representation on the Walmart Board is a proven solution to the governance challenges Walmart faces. As
Walmart associates, we are committed to our jobs, stores, customers and communities. Our interests in a well-governed,
responsible Walmart are aligned with long-term shareholders; our insights on the Board will help manage risks, identify
opportunities, repair Walmart’s reputation and support sound decision-making to guide our company through this crisis, and
future ones.
Therefore, we ask you to Vote FOR our proposal urging the Board to adopt a policy to consider hourly associates when selecting
director candidates (Proposal 7).4
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Please contact Lisa Lindsley at lisa@majorityact.org for more information or to arrange to speak with us.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Davis, New Bern, NC, Walmart store number #1300
Lashana Fraizer, Ladson, SC #3731
Patricia Garcia, El Paso, TX #5962
Emerald Gems, Gettysburg PA #1537
Glynnis Glerup, Lake St Louis, MO # 5313
Adana Hill, Victorville, CA #1588
Frankie Hobson, Sacramento, CA #4393
Mendy Hughes, Malvern, AR #0127
Sheena Kennedy, Minneapolis MN #3404
Melissa Love, Long Beach, CA #4101
Cissy Moran, Hermitage, PA #1568
Cynthia L. Murray, Hyattsville, MD #1985
Laura A. Ortega, Dallas, TX #264
Martha Sellers, Paramount, CA, #2110
Sandra Sok, Tucson, AZ #4603
Brian Tarbill, Dixon IL #5399
Mary Pat Tifft, Kenosha, WI #1162
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Inadequate Response to COVID-19 and Breakdown of Board Oversight Demonstrate the Need for Hourly Associate
Representation on the Walmart (WMT) Board of Directors
Executive Summary
Walmart’s status as the largest retailer and grocery chain in the country makes it a critical provider of essential goods, and in many
communities it is one of the few places large crowds still gather. As cases of COVID-19 and deaths from the disease grow across the
country, the risks to the company are escalating. There are already a number of COVID-19 outbreaks and deaths associated with
Walmart stores.
Unfortunately, Walmart management’s actions have failed to keep pace with critical public health guidelines; frontline workers—
known as associates at Walmart—continue to report a failure to fully implement changes in stores and have raised concerns about
the enforcement and effectiveness of policies. This report is based on both the findings of a survey of 1,500 Walmart associates
conducted in May 2020, weeks after Walmart had announced pandemic measures, such as limiting customer numbers and
providing emergency leave, as well as qualitative interviews with associates.5 Key findings include:
● Walmart delayed instituting customer limits in stores and management has failed to limit crowding in many stores. Only 9%
of workers surveyed reported they could always maintain appropriate distancing at work weeks after store customer limits
and other procedures were announced.
● Associates report a lack of cleaning and protective equipment and insufficient time to clean, and they say that enhanced
overnight cleaning is not happening at many stores. A UC Berkeley survey shows that Walmart lagged behind its peers in
adopting new cleaning procedures and providing access to protective equipment. Only 2 in 5 Walmart workers surveyed
said they trusted Walmart to keep them, their coworkers, and their customers safe during this crisis.
● Walmart’s emergency leave policy contains dangerous gaps in coverage and incentivizes workers to come to work sick.
Among associates surveyed, nearly half report that they are likely to come to work even if they feel unwell or are mildly ill.
Of those, 58% cite fear of discipline or consequences as the primary reason for doing so.
Our findings demonstrate a breakdown in the feedback loop between Walmart’s Board of Directors, senior management, and
frontline essential workers. The risks to the company of this breakdown are substantial and include reputational, operational, and
legal risks.
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Walmart entered the crisis with longstanding and costly reputational headwinds related to its employment practices, as associates
have repeatedly raised concerns regarding understaffing,6 problems with Walmart’s sick leave policy, and the increasing reliance
on part-time work and ineligibility for health benefits that have gone unaddressed by Walmart management.7 The risks associated
with these longstanding concerns have magnified as the COVID crisis unfolds, with heightened scrutiny around cases and deaths at
Walmart locations, mistreatment of workers, store closures, absenteeism due to unsafe workplaces, and legal action against the
company.
Board oversight is more important than ever. Rapidly evolving laws, public health guidance, and conditions at all levels make it vital
for the Board to have the most accurate and timely information about conditions on the ground. This information is needed to lead
the ongoing response to this crisis, oversee the effectiveness of management systems and implementation of Board guidance and
priorities, and better prepare for the next challenges. This experience and perspective is particularly important as the only
directors with disclosed retail experience on Walmart’s Board are not designated as independent: the CEO and members of the
Walton family.
Board-level employee representation is a proven governance reform that would provide the necessary insight into risks and
strengthen alignment between the long-term interests of both employees and shareholders. A non-management employee on the
Board would provide crucial experience and insight to strengthen Board oversight, improve governance, and protect customers,
associates and shareholders.
Walmart’s response to the coronavirus crisis has serious implications for customers, public health officials, suppliers, current
and prospective associates and shareholders
Walmart is the world’s largest brick-and-mortar retailer and private sector employer. It dominates the grocery market in the U.S.,
with more than double the market share of its nearest competitor.8 In more than 200 markets around the country, Walmart
accounts for 50 percent or more of grocery sales.9
With many states and cities ordering residents to stay home or shelter in place, Walmart’s status as a provider of essential goods
makes it one of the few places in many communities where large numbers of people continue to gather. Recent reporting indicates
that coronavirus infection rates are growing rapidly in smaller communities far from major coastal cities.10 As of early May, 86% of
rural counties had at least one COVID-19 case, and four of the 10 counties with the highest COVID-19 death rates were in the rural
South.11
Walmart’s management of customer and associate safety will be a crucial operational challenge for the foreseeable future, and will
present ongoing challenges after public health restrictions are lifted. Already a number of outbreak clusters have occurred
centered on Walmart stores. The city of Worcester, Massachusetts ordered a Walmart store closed over a growing outbreak (see
case study).12 Another Massachusetts store, in Quincy, was closed after an investigation by public health officials identified a
cluster of cases — which grew to 27— among associates, including one death.13 In late April, a store in Aurora, Colorado, was
closed by order of the local health department after an outbreak involving at least 14 cases was identified. That outbreak led to
two deaths of people working at the store and an employee’s family member.14
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Source: press reports15
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Associates report serious failures in Walmart’s management of the risks of the pandemic

In the face of the growing pandemic, Walmart has delayed in responding to critical public health guidelines. Even when policies
have changed, workers continue to report inconsistency from store to store and failure to fully implement changes in stores, as
well as concerns about the effectiveness of certain policies—concerns which Walmart has ignored.
Failure to ensure adequate social distancing
Walmart took more than seven weeks from when the CDC urged employers to plan for social distancing to announce limits on the
number of customers permitted in stores (see Figure 1),16 and it continues to allow 900 people at a time in average supercenters.17
By that time, Maine had limited big-box stores like Walmart’s to only 100 customers,18 and limits were in place in Rhode Island and
some municipalities.19
Since the new customer limits were announced on April 3rd, associates report ongoing crowding and inadequate enforcement of
distancing within stores. Nearly three weeks later, a public health order closing a Walmart store in Colorado on April 23 cited the
company for violating social distancing requirements in place in that state.20

Figure 1: Timeline of CDC communications and Walmart actions on social distancing
Source: CDC website, Walmart website21
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Our survey of more than 1,500 Walmart workers nationwide conducted in early May found that only 9% were able to always
maintain at least six feet distance from other people while at work during the month of April (see Figure 2).22

Interviews conducted with store associates further illustrate the extent of crowding in stores and the lack of enforcement of
distancing measures that has continued into late April and early May.
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Inadequate cleaning procedures and unavailability of cleaning and protective equipment
Our survey found that only 2 in 5 associates said they trust Walmart to keep them, their coworkers, and customers safe during the
COVID-19 crisis.23 Associates report lack of cleaning and protective equipment and insufficient time to clean, and they say that
enhanced overnight cleaning is not happening at many stores.
An associate in New Jersey filed a formal complaint with the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) on May 4, 2020
which cited a troubling lack of cleaning:
“After these two employees were diagnosed with COVID-19, Walmart did not close the store or any departments to
do extra cleaning to make sure the store was safe for employees or the public. The second of these two employees
work in the deli and hot bar. Walmart did not even close the deli and hot bar for cleaning. Business just continued as
usual. There is an announcement over the store speaker system that tells customers that Walmart has a ‘cleaning
team.’ This is misleading. There is no special cleaning team. Instead, Walmart grabs a few employees and has them
wipe down surfaces during their shift. Often, there is only one employee wiping down surfaces during a shift because
we have been so understaffed.” 24
The persistence of these reports nearly two months into the pandemic raises serious concerns about Walmart’s implementation of
its response measures. A nationwide retail survey earlier in the pandemic found Walmart lagging behind its grocery and big-box
peers. A survey conducted by the Shift Project at UC Berkeley in March and April found that Walmart workers were less likely to
report new cleaning procedures in stores (see Figure 3) and have access to personal protective equipment like gloves and masks
than employees at all the other major grocery and big-box retail competitors studied (see Figures 3 and 4 below).25
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Walmart’s inadequate and unevenly applied emergency leave policy disincentivizes safe practices
Walmart’s emergency leave contains serious gaps in coverage. A confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis or mandatory quarantine is
required to access additional paid leave under the policy.26 However, given the limited availability of testing and the fact that many
workers are not eligible for health insurance, many sick employees are ineligible.27 Walmart’s regular time off policy assigns
“points” to workers for days taken off from work; accumulation of points leads to termination.28 Walmart claims the temporary
emergency policy waives these penalties, but some workers report that they are still receiving attendance “points” and risk losing
their jobs as a result.

Walmart has failed to consistently communicate how the policies will apply in stores, with some workers reporting they had not
been given any information from their store managers about the COVID-19 leave policy. As a result, many workers say they are still
likely to report to work if they feel ill or unwell due to fear of being penalized if they stay home. Among associates surveyed, 45%
report that they are likely to come to work even if they feel unwell or are mildly ill, with an additional 16% not sure whether they
would come to work or not (see Figure 5).29

Figure 5: Likelihood of surveyed Walmart workers to report to work if feeling unwell
Source: UFR Survey, May 2020
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Of those workers highly or somewhat likely to come to work even if unwell, the primary reason reported was fear of being
penalized by management via points, loss of hours, or other disciplinary action if the worker did not show up for their shift (58%). A
further 14% of workers reported that they would work when ill because they could not access paid sick leave, and 28% of workers
reported that they could not afford to miss a shift.30
Lack of notification of COVID-19 cases and potential exposure
Despite CDC guidance stating that, “[i]f an employee is confirmed to have 2019-nCov infection, employers should inform fellow
employees of their possible exposure to 2019-nCoV in the workplace but maintain confidentiality as required by the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA),”31 store management is not consistently informing workers about positive cases in stores or potential
instances of exposure. As noted above, in Worcester, Massachusetts, local management waited until they were contacted by
concerned public health officials to disclose that they were already aware of 23 cases in the store.
The family of Wando Evans, a Walmart associate from Evergreen Park, Illinois, who died of COVID-19 on March 25, brought a
wrongful death suit against the company.32 The family charged that the store was not properly cleaned and associates were not
given masks, gloves, antibacterial wipes or other protective gear. The family also charged that management initially ignored the
fact that Evans and other employees exhibited symptoms consistent with COVID-19 and sent him home only two days before his
death.33 Four days after Evans’s death, another Walmart associate who worked in the store, Phillip Thomas, also died.34
In response to these and other notification failures, Walmart workers launched a website, areyousafe.work, to track infections and
conditions in stores to better inform both workers and customers of the risks they face.
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Walmart’s mishandling of this crisis poses substantial risks to the company and shareholders
The coronavirus pandemic poses unprecedented reputational, operational and legal risks to Walmart. News of infections and
deaths at Walmart locations, mistreatment of workers, store closures, absenteeism due to unsafe workplaces, and legal action
against the company are all key concerns. However, while the coronavirus pandemic presents new challenges, many of the
shortcomings in Walmart’s response stem from long-standing issues that have previously been flagged by associates. Workers have
repeatedly questioned Walmart’s routine practice of understaffing, increasing reliance on part-time staff, inaccessible health
benefits, and problematic sick leave policy. For example, prior to the pandemic, 88% of Walmart associates surveyed reported they
had come to work sick.35
Walmart’s low-road reputation heightens the risk of crisis mismanagement
Walmart’s poor reputation, particularly with respect to its workers, has impacted its ability to open new stores in key markets and
access valuable urban and affluent customers, costing the company more than $95 billion per year in lost sales, according to a 2015
UCLA study.36 Walmart has invested heavily in attempts to address this gap since Doug McMillon became CEO in 2014.37 Despite
initial improvements in surveys of public perceptions, Walmart’s reputation has once again fallen, and Walmart consistently ranks
last or close to last in consumer surveys.38
During McMillon’s tenure, the company has failed to open even a single store in the five cities identified in 2015 as lacking any
Walmart stores. This means the company still has no stores in four of the nation’s ten highest income cities: 39 San Francisco
(2nd),40 Seattle (3rd),41 Boston (7th)42 and New York (10th).43

Figure 6: Selection of news headlines featuring Walmart from April and May 2020
Source: press reports44
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Even the company’s attempt to enter New York City with home deliveries from its Jet.com online service lasted only one year,
amidst multiple operational failures.45
Media coverage of corporate conduct with respect to employee welfare has increased substantially during the pandemic.
According to consumer surveys conducted by RepTrak, 59% of respondents believe a company’s response on workforce issues
during the pandemic could impact its long-term reputation and 61% believe companies should be offering additional benefits and
health care at this time.46
Crisis heightens operational risk
Failing to adequately maintain sanitary store conditions and responding slowly to initial cases open Walmart to the risk that larger
outbreaks will lead to unplanned or longer closures under mandatory public health orders. As noted above, the Worcester,
Massachusetts store was forcibly shut down by authorities with shoppers still in the store, due to an outbreak and failure to
comply with distancing measures.47 Localized outbreaks and forced store closures risk not only the lost sales during the time of
closure, but also lost future sales from worried customers.
In addition to store closures, requirements to perform enhanced cleaning and quickly stock shelves to meet high levels of customer
demand create substantial risks that Walmart will now have insufficient numbers of trained workers to staff its stores.
Associates publicly raised the operational impacts of Walmart’s labor cuts with investors as early as 2011, when they described the
consequences of short-staffing on their ability to keep shelves stocked and stores clean.48 Management failed to act. In 2015,
Walmart’s then-new US CEO publicly acknowledged that stores were untidy and inventory languished in backrooms and vowed to
remedy those problems.49 Pandemic labor disruption— added workloads, call-outs and staff shortages, and turnover— risk a
return to unstocked shelves, operational challenges and their negative impact on customer experience.
Reporting indicates that 150,000 Walmart workers were on leave of absence across the country as of mid-April, representing 10%
of Walmart’s workforce.50 To fill these gaps, Walmart announced it had hired 235,000 mostly temporary workers in the U.S.51
Given rapidly changing public health guidance and corporate policies and procedures, as well as continued leaves, this staff churn
raises concerns about Walmart’s ability to quickly implement new policies and train workers accordingly.
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Failures expose Walmart to legal and regulatory risks
Legal risks related to Walmart’s response to the crisis have already begun to materialize. Walmart has been sued by the family of
Wando Evans, a worker who died of COVID-19, alleging Walmart knew about the potential outbreak in the store and failed to
notify workers or fulfil its duty of care to workers and customers at the store.52 At the same store, local officials temporarily
suspended the store’s liquor license amid concerns about the outbreak, though it has since been reinstated.53 The spate of
outbreaks at Massachusetts Walmarts has also prompted congressional scrutiny.54
Walmart’s record of legal and regulatory violations heightens these risks. Walmart has paid more than $2 billion in fines, penalties,
legal settlements and judgments over the past 20 years for violations of workers’ rights, consumer protections, environmental laws
and the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, compared with $208 million for Costco, Target and Amazon combined.55 The average annual
cost of violations has risen since McMillon became CEO, heightening the need for strong oversight.56
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Current channels for associate feedback are inadequate
The gaps, inconsistencies, and failures of Walmart’s pandemic response sharply illustrate deficiencies in Walmart’s communication
and feedback mechanisms. In opposing the proposal to include hourly associates on the Board, Walmart claims that it has
adequate channels for communicating with and obtaining feedback from frontline workers, but workers report that those
mechanisms are not effective.

Walmart’s own proxy statement does not reflect independent Board-level direct engagement with frontline workers and there is
no formal mechanism for independent directors to do so in a way that is not mediated by many layers of middle and senior
management.

Current Board structure does not provide for workforce health and safety risk management and Board composition reflects
lack of retail experience among independent directors
Walmart’s Board of Directors has a critical role in overseeing corporate management through the coronavirus pandemic. The
governance failures evident before and during this crisis raise serious questions about the Board’s oversight and management of
risk. Despite its status as the largest brick-and-mortar retailer and largest private sector employer in the United States, Walmart
has no committee with identified responsibility for oversight of risks related to health and safety for associates and customers.
While the Compensation and Management Development Committee (CMDC) has nominal responsibility for human capital
management, the proxy statement and CMDC Charter are silent regarding oversight of workforce health and safety risks.57
The proxy statement also claims that the Board delegates its environmental, social, and community risk management, along with
legislative affairs and public policy engagement strategy, to the Nominating and Governance Committee (NGC). Nowhere in the
proxy statement or the NGC Charter is there any reference to the Board’s structure or process for managing risks to customers or
public health and safety.58
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Walmart’s 2020 proxy statement says that “as the world’s largest retailer, we seek directors who possess an understanding of
financial, operational, and strategic issues facing large retail companies.”59 However, none of the four Board members identified in
the proxy as having retail experience is designated as independent by Walmart or has proxy-reported retail experience outside
Walmart. Three of the four are members of the founding family: S. Robson (Rob) Walton, his son-in-law Gregory B. Penner and his
nephew Steuart L. Walton.60
Steuart Walton’s proxy biography asserts that he “has a strong history and familiarity with our company and its retail operations”
[emphasis in the original]. However, the proxy provides no support for the claim of “retail operations” experience. His proxyreported experience consists of a 20-month tenure as Senior Director of International Mergers and Acquisitions for Walmart's
international division and experience in investment management and aircraft manufacturing.61
This puts Walmart out of step with its peers, where independent directors with retail experience serve on the boards of four of its
five largest retail competitors, measured by annual U.S. sales:62 Amazon,63 The Kroger Co.,64 Walgreens Boots Alliance,65 and The
Home Depot.66
An hourly associate Board member would bring vital expertise in the day-to-day operations of Walmart stores and be aligned with
the interests of long-term shareholders. Their insights would help mitigate reputational, operational, and legal risks. Such a
director could rigorously scrutinize risky corporate behavior, short-termism, and misaligned compensation incentives for
executives. A frontline hourly associate Board member would not have the same conflicts of interests as senior executives nor raise
the same kinds of concerns as having executive-level employees serve on the Board as non-independent directors. Despite already
having a relatively high number of non-independent directors, Walmart would still be able to easily maintain a majorityindependent Board and staff key committees with independent directors if an hourly associate were added to the Board as
currently constituted.
Non-management employee representation on boards is a proven governance solution
Comparative studies of hundreds of corporations in more than a dozen European countries show the benefits of employee
representation. Companies with employees on their boards pay higher dividends, are less likely to take short-term risks that only
benefit insiders and respond more nimbly to economic downturns, while reporting similar or slightly enhanced profitability
compared with peers that lack employee board members. Specific research findings include:
● A review of corporate governance in Germany published in the Journal of Financial Economics found firms with board-level
employee representation are more likely to pay a dividend and offer “dividend yields [which] are significantly greater” than
those of firms lacking employee representation. The authors also inferred that employee directors play a valuable role in
opposing “projects that do not benefit small shareholders,” possibly because they can provide information about the
economic feasibility of projects and curb investment in managerial perquisites, expropriation by large insiders seeking
private benefits of control, and cronyism.67
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● A 2020 paper by economists at MIT and UC Berkeley found that worker representation “increased labor productivity” –
specifically, they found “that shared governance increases value added per worker by 16% to 21%, with no effects on total
factor productivity” based on a review of firm-level data from Germany.68
● Board-level employee representation appears to play an especially valuable role in periods of economic crisis. A study of
cost-cutting measures adopted by 365 Danish, Swedish and Norwegian firms during the 2008-9 Great Recession found that
during financial downturns, firms with board-level employee representation reduced labor costs without large-scale
reductions in force by adopting mutually beneficial measures such as temporary layoffs, work sharing agreements and
flexible work hours, which help retain an experienced workforce.69
● A 2019 review of 2,000 merger and acquisition transactions involving firms in 15 European countries found that firms with
employees on their boards engaged in fewer but more profitable merger and acquisition transactions, and that having
board-level employee representatives “enhances shareholders’ wealth by curbing a firm’s excessive risk-taking behavior.”70
● A study comparing similar German firms with and without employee representation on their supervisory boards found that
those with employee representation enjoy “more favorable financing conditions.” It also found that such firms “conduct
fewer and better M&A deals, have more stable cash flows and profits, and have lower idiosyncratic risk.” The authors
attribute this to the fact that employees, like bank lenders, “are interested in the long-term survival and stability of the
firm” and therefore tend to oppose transactions which would be viewed as risky by lenders.71
Conclusion
Walmart’s mishandling of the coronavirus pandemic creates substantial risks for investors -- risks that highlight weaknesses in
management and oversight. Shareholders’ long-term interests would benefit from the knowledge and expertise an hourly
associate would bring to Walmart’s Board.
As such, investors should vote FOR the proposal urging the Board to adopt a policy to include hourly associates as director
candidates (Proposal 7).
We also recommend investors to vote FOR Proposal 8, urging the Board of Directors to strengthen Walmart’s prevention of
workplace sexual harassment.
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